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Male Genital Lesions: The Urological PerspectiveSpringer, 2012

	With the increased incidence of HPV-related genital diseases, including premalignant and malignant penile lesions, urologists and practitioners in general face numerous difficult challenges when attempting to diagnose genital lesions correctly. Despite the importance of genital lesions in the male, there are few books on the subject in the...
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Practical DataOps: Delivering Agile Data Science at ScaleApress, 2019

	
		
			Gain a practical introduction to DataOps, a new discipline for delivering data science at scale inspired by practices at companies such as Facebook, Uber, LinkedIn, Twitter, and eBay. Organizations need more than the latest AI algorithms, hottest tools, and best people to turn data into insight-driven action and useful...
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Web Security, Privacy and Commerce, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
The [bookmark: idx1]World Wide Web has changed our world. More than half the people in the United States now use the Web on a regular basis. We use it to read today's news, to check tomorrow's weather, and to search for events that have happened in the distant past. And increasingly, the Web is the focus of the 21st century...
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Designing Embedded Processors: A Low Power PerspectiveSpringer, 2007
As we embrace the world of personal, portable, and perplexingly complex digital systems, it has befallen upon the bewildered designer to take advantage of the available transistors to produce a system which is small, fast, cheap and correct, yet possesses increased functionality.
Increasingly, these systems have to consume little energy....
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Statistics for BusinessTaylor & Francis, 2011

	Statistical analysis is essential to business decision-making and management, but the underlying theory of data collection, organization and analysis is one of the most challenging topics for business students and practitioners. This user-friendly text and CD-ROM package will help you to develop strong skills in presenting and interpreting...
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Learning Cassandra for AdministratorsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Understand the immense capabilities of Cassandra in managing large amounts of data and learn how to ensure that data is always available. This practical, hands-on guide takes you through every stage from installation to performance tuning.


	Overview

	
		Install and set up a multi datacenter Cassandra

...
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Introduction to Parallel Computing (Oxford Texts in Applied and Engineering Mathematics)Oxford University Press, 2004
In the last few years, courses on parallel computation have been developed and offered in many institutions in the UK, Europe and US as a recognition of the growing significance of this topic in mathematics and computer science. There is a clear need for texts that meet the needs of students and lecturers and this book, based on the author's...
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Handbook of Distance Learning for Real-Time and Asynchronous Information Technology EducationIGI Global, 2008
In information technology, unlike many other fields, the need to support the unique perspective of technologically advanced students and deliver technology-rich content presents unique challenges. Todays IT students need the ability to interact with their instructor in near-real time, interact with their peers and project team members, and access...
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Dealing with Uncertainties: A Guide to Error AnalysisSpringer, 2009
Dealing with Uncertainties is an innovative monograph that lays special emphasis on the deductive approach to uncertainties and on the shape of uncertainty distributions. This perspective has the potential for dealing with the uncertainty of a single data point and with sets of data that have different weights. It is shown that the inductive...
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Software Error Detection through Testing and AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	An in-depth review of key techniques in software error detection


	Software error detection is one of the most challenging problems in software engineering. Now, you can learn how to make the most of software testing by selecting test cases to maximize the probability of revealing latent errors. Software Error Detection through...
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Fundamentals of OOP and Data Structures in JavaCambridge University Press, 2000

	This is a CS 2 book that presents classical data structures in an object-oriented programming (OOP) context using Java. This book also focuses on the basic principles of OOP and graphical user interface (GUI)-based programming – two paradigms essential for modern programming and problem solving. Our book is aimed principally at CS 2...
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Environmental Instrumentation and Analysis HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004


	It has been two decades since environmental science, environmental engineering,

	and environmental consulting took root as major disciplines and professions

	throughout the developed world. The learning curve has been steep as it relates

	to the previously unrecognized physics of contaminant transport. Today those

	principles are...
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